PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION

Georgia Tech Professional Education (GTPE) is the global campus and lifetime education arm of the Institute providing continuing education for more than a century and learning at a distance for more than 45 years.

GTPE offers courses, professional and graduate certificate programs, and online degrees in tech, business, and industry-specific subject matter to meet the needs of working professionals and industry partners. These programs are offered worldwide both online and on-site and are designed to position professionals to deliver immediate workplace impact using knowledge and skills learned from Georgia Tech’s faculty experts and each other.

In addition to professional academic offerings, the division administers K-12 outreach and English as a Second Language programs and manages meeting and event facilities. Professional Education educates more than 100,000 individual learners each year representing industries such as data science and analytics, safety and health, cybersecurity, and project management on an annual basis and is located at the Georgia Tech Global Learning Center in Atlanta and at Georgia Tech-Savannah.

Learn more about Georgia Tech Professional Education at pe.gatech.edu.